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“Chief” Benjamin Carson, lead engineer and designer of all record 
changers at RCA from the 1920’s through the 1950’s. Courtesy of 

Camden County Historical Society. 
 

In 1939 RCA Victor issued a challenge to their chief engineer, Benjamin 
Carson, to build a record changer that would not break or damage records. At 
that time the record they were talking about was the brittle 78 rpm 10 inch and 
12 inch record. Ben Carson had a lot of experience in this area, since he had 
designed all RCA Victor changers since the 1920’s including the “Magic Brain”. 
His response to the challenge was, “It can’t be done. The only way to improve 
the record changer is to redesign the record and the record changer. He was 
given the go-ahead on this secret project that was known as Project “X”. 
Now that the “Chief” was given a free hand on both the record and the player, 
he took maximum advantage of the latest materials and techniques. The record 
would be smaller, lighter, break-resistant, with low distortion and quieter 
playing surface. Vinyl was expensive, but since the record would only be about 
7 inches in diameter, the cost was acceptable. In order to make the new 
changer more reliable, the record dropping mechanism was put inside a large 
center spindle. This would do away with clamps and stabilizers that were 
needed to balance and separate the old records. The new changer would not 

have to determine the size of the 
record, since only one size would 
be used. In order to make the 
mechanics of the changer as 
simple and trouble free as 
possible, the automatic shutoff 
feature was not part of the new 
design. The prototype of the new 
changer was smaller, cheaper and 
faster acting than previous record 
changers. The speed of the 
changing mechanism was 
considered important because 
there would be less dead time 
between classical music 
selections. 
   A prototype of the new record 
and record changer was ready in 
1942 and was shown to company 
management. They were 
impressed with the design but 
things had changed since the 
challenge was issued. Now RCA 
Victor was in the middle of World 
War II and it was decided to keep 
project “X” secret and revisit it at a 
later time. 
   Stay tuned for part 2 of this story, 
which answers the question, Why 
did RCA Victor wait so many years 
before introducing the new 45 rpm 
record and record playing system? 

Challenge in 1939: Build a more 
dependable record changer that 
won’t jam and break the records 

Last Chance to 
receive the 
Newsletter! 

 If you have not sent in your $5.00 
yearly  subscription fee this will be 

your last issue of the 45 phono 
gazette. Send your check or money 

order to; 
 

Phil Vourtsis 
13 Cornell Place 
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The Workbench 
How to make those tinny table 
models sound their very best! 
Many of the more reasonably priced 
45 players have pretty flat sounding 
amps and speakers. Models like 
45EY2, 45EY3, and 7EY1 fall into this 
category. The single ended amps are 
driving small 4 inch or 4 by 6 inch 
speakers in a plastic or bakelite 

cabinet. But it’s amazing what you 
can do with the placement of the 
machine within the room you are 
using. Here are three things you can 
try to improve the low end response 
on your phonograph.  
   Place the unit in a corner of the 
room. What little bass there is will 
be reinforced by the two walls 
joining at the corner. Another trick is 
to place the phonograph in a wood 
cabinet or shelf. The sound will then 

use the cabinet to increase the low 
end. The last trick is provided by 
Doug VanCleave. Find or build a 
speaker cabinet with an 8 inch hole 
for the speaker. Remove the speaker 
so the box is empty. Place the box 
so the speaker hole is facing 
upwards. Place the phonograph 
over the speaker hole. The sound 
emitting from the bottom of the 
phonograph will enter the speaker 
hole and use the cabinet as a baffle.  

This article appeared in the Feb. 1st issue of the 
Sunday New York Times and is reprinted with 

permission. 
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The famous rp-190 record playing attachment was even used 

to test newly developed photo cells in 1954. 


